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DNSを用いたDDoS攻撃回避システム














DDoS Attack Evading System by DNS
Kohtarou ABE＊ and Ichirou MORIGUCHI＊＊
In this study, damage reducing system against DDoS was developed and evaluated. Although 
generally controlling the amount of traffic is a most common method, packets of normal users are 
also affected by this strategy. Firstly a intrusion detection system detects a packet of DDoS, and 
instructs a Web server and a DNS server to evade the DDoS attack. After receiving the request, 
the Web server changes its IP address to avoid the attack. Simultaneous the DNS server rewrites 
the address record in zone file to lead normal users to the new address of the Web server. However, 
because it is necessary to reboot the network function of Web server for changing the IP address, a 
new system （dual apache system） that comprises two Web servers for the purpose of reducing the 
time if rebooting network was also built and compared with the system including one Web server. 
As a result this proposed DDoS evading system confirmed its efficiency against DDoS attacks. It, 
however, was also found that the system of this study is not so effective against the DDoS attack 
tools which repeatedly access DNS server for name resolutions. 
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半がDoS（Denial of Service）攻撃またはDDoS 





















































































































































































































16:43:09.432803 IP 192.168.136.10.36371 > 192.168.136.140.http: Flags [P.], seq 
0:232, ack 1, win 92, options [nop,nop,TS val 109302582 ecr 92912752], length 232 
0x0000:  4500 011c 6b78 4000 4006 3c7c c0a8 880a  E...kx@.@.<|.... 
0x0010:  c0a8 888c 8e13 0050 dbeb b843 43c5 d758  .......P...CC..X 
0x0020:  8018 005c ee3a 0000 0101 080a 0683 d336  ...¥.:.........6 
0x0030:  0589 bc70 4745 5420 2f20 4854 5450 2f31  ...pGET./.HTTP/1 
0x0040:  2e31 0d0a 486f 7374 3a20 3139 322e 3136  .1..Host:.192.16 
0x0050:  382e 3133 362e 3134 300d 0a55 7365 722d  8.136.140..User- 
0x0060:  4167 656e 743a 204d 6f7a 696c 6c61 2f34  Agent:.Mozilla/4 
0x0070:  2e30 2028 636f 6d70 6174 6962 6c65 3b20  .0.(compatible;. 
0x0080:  4d53 4945 2037 2e30 3b20 5769 6e64 6f77  MSIE.7.0;.Window 
0x0090:  7320 4e54 2035 2e31 3b20 5472 6964 656e  s.NT.5.1;.Triden 
0x00a0:  742f 342e 303b 202e 4e45 5420 434c 5220  t/4.0;..NET.CLR. 
0x00b0:  312e 312e 3433 3232 3b20 2e4e 4554 2043  1.1.4322;..NET.C 
0x00c0:  4c52 2032 2e30 2e35 3033 6c33 3b20 2e4e  LR.2.0.503l3;..N 
0x00d0:  4554 2043 4c52 2033 2e30 2e34 3530 362e  ET.CLR.3.0.4506. 
0x00e0:  3231 3532 3b20 2e4e 4554 2043 4c52 2033  2152;..NET.CLR.3 
0x00f0:  2e35 2e33 3037 3239 3b20 4d53 4f66 6669  .5.30729;.MSOffi 
0x0100:  6365 2031 3229 0d0a 436f 6e74 656e 742d  ce.12)..Content- 
0x0110:  4c65 6e67 7468 3a20 3432 0d0a            Length:.42..
68 DNSを用いたDDoS攻撃回避システム／阿部幸太朗・森口一郎
ファイルを作成した（図８）。これらの攻撃は
















































alert tcp any any -> 192.168.136.140 80 (msg:"slowloris test 
rules 192.168.136.140"; flags:P+; dsize:229; 




00:37:22.339685 IP 192.168.136.10.54987 > 192.168.136.140.http: Flags [.], seq 
0:1448, ack 1, win 92, options [nop,nop,TS val 12848932 ecr 6991160], length 1448 
0x0000:  4500 05dc 3457 4000 4006 6ed2 c0a8 8814  E...4W@.@.n..... 
0x0010:  c0a8 888d d6cb 0050 54a6 3b72 ed7a 8ce2  .......PT.;r.z.. 
0x0020:  8010 005c 058b 0000 0101 080a 00c4 0f24  ...¥...........$ 
0x0030:  006a ad38 4845 4144 202f 2048 5454 502f  .j.8HEAD./.HTTP/ 
0x0040:  312e 310d 0a48 6f73 743a 2061 7061 6368  1.1..Host:.apach 
0x0050:  652e 6368 6f63 6f0d 0a52 616e 6765 3a62  e.choco..Range:b 
0x0060:  7974 6573 3d30 2d2c 352d 302c 352d 312c  ytes=0-,5-0,5-1, 
0x0070:  352d 322c 352d 332c 352d 342c 352d 352c  5-2,5-3,5-4,5-5, 
0x0080:  352d 362c 352d 372c 352d 382c 352d 392c  5-6,5-7,5-8,5-9, 
0x0090:  352d 3130 2c35 2d31 312c 352d 3132 2c35  5-10,5-11,5-12,5 
---୰␎--- 
0x0410:  2d31 3239 312c 352d 3132 3932 2c35 2d31  -1291,5-1292,5-1 
0x0420:  3239 332c 352d 3132 3934 2c35 2d31 3239  293,5-1294,5-129 
0x0430:  352c 352d 3132 3936 2c35 2d31 3239 372c  5,5-1296,5-1297, 
0x0440:  352d 3132 3938 2c35 2d31 3239 390d 0a41  5-1298,5-1299..A 
0x0450:  6363 6570 742d 456e 636f 6469 6e67 3a20  ccept-Encoding:. 
0x0460:  677a 6970 0d0a 436f 6e6e 6563 7469 6f6e  gzip..Connection 
0x0470:  3a20 636c 6f73 650d 0a0d 0a              :.close....
alert tcp any any -> 192.168.136.141 80 (msg:"slowloris test 
rules 192.168.136.141"; flags:P+; dsize:229; 
content:"Content-Length: 42"; sid:111222330)












































　図６、８及び10で送信先 IP addressを192.168. 
136.140と記述したが、本システムのWebサー







ᅗ9 h b h࡟ࡼࡿᨷᧁࡢࣃࢣ ࢺ࢟ࣕࣉࢳࣕ19:38:47.446282 IP 192.168.136.10.56759 > 192.168.136.140.http: Flags [S], seq 1598686784, win 5840, options [mss 1460,sackOK,TS val 69590073 ecr 0,nop,wscale 6], length 0 0x0000:  4500 003c da79 4000 4006 ce5a c0a8 880a  E..<.y@.@..Z.... 0x0010:  c0a8 888c ddb7 0050 5f4a 0640 0000 0000  .......P_J.@.... 0x0020:  a002 16d0 7b58 0000 0204 05b4 0402 080a  ....{X.......... 
0x0030:  0425 dc39 0000 0000 0103 0306            .%.9........ 
alert tcp any any -> 192.168.136.140 80 (msg:"apache bench 






























































攻撃手法 対策前 対策後 dual apache
No attack 100.0％ 100.0％ 100.0％
apache bench 0.0％ 99.9％ 100.0％
slowloris 0.0％ 47.4％ 57.8％
apache killer 46.2％ 87.4％ 93.4％
試行回数1,000回　
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